Zubons
By: Daniel S
Once upon a time there was a boy Named Daniel, he was a kind and funny persona dn
always wanted to see Zubons, “AKA” unknown species. He really really wanteds to find
them. The one day he starts his preparing for his journey. The n after a while re
realiezed that he had no transportation to get the Zubons because their in space in
planet Zubas. So he decides to build a rocket ship to go to outer space. After days and
days he finally gets finished with his rocker. He puts all of his belongings in the rocket
and flew straight to outer space.
Five hours later he finally finds Planet Zubas it was a big yellow and purple planet and it
was miraculous. He landed on Zumvas got off the rocket and started looking around
and he saw them th Zubans. They were magnificent. Then he felt like going home. He
started walking to the rocket, but then once he got closer to it …. It explodes! The
Daniel saw on f the Zubans pulles one of the wires to make it Self destruct. Daniel was
doomed, how was he going to get back home, je just wanted sto see the Zubans one
time to see if they were real. They were, so how is he going to tell everyone their real.
He wandered off to the Zubaina Jungle the biggest Jungle on planet Zubas, because he
thought He could build a new rocket to get home.
He started gathering wood and sent to go find gas or fuel. So he went to the great Zuba
falls and it was beautiful, he was going to use the waterfall because it has 50% gas in it
and only Zibbish (Zuban Fish) can swim in it. A very interesting species of fish. So
Daniel gathered all of his materials and took them to a place where it was open and
good to work in. He got started the pieces of wood were heavy so it took him a while,
then two hours later he finished so then he presses start and then it all colupases and
broke. Daniel just sat down and just started crying thinking he will never go home. Then
he heard something behind him and pretend to do a shadow clone... Juszu (animal
powers) and saw that it was a herd of Zubans and they all had something that could
help Daniel with his rocker. So they started to build his rocket. They used wood,
water/fuel, and a hard material called Zumban metal that could keep the rocket
together. One hour later, they finished the rocket he went in and pushed start….it
started flying and Daniel was happy it worked and one he got to space he looks down
and sees a Zuban hangin on the bottom of the rocket. He opened the door grabs him
and they looked at each other and smiled. Daniel named the Zuban Marshall. O(ne they
got home they went to his room and went to bed. And that is the story of how Daniel
Serrano Acuna got upsest with Zubans.

